
"I MUST make one confession" Ivan began. "I could never 
understand how one can love one's neighbors. It's just 
one's neighbors, to my mind, that one can't love, though 
one might love those at a distance. I once read 
somewhere of John the Merciful, a saint, that when a 
hungry, frozen beggar came to him, he took him into his 
bed, held him in his arms, and began breathing into his 
mouth, which was putrid and loathsome from some awful 
disease. I am convinced that he did that from 'self-
laceration,' from the self-laceration of falsity, for the sake 
of the charity imposed by duty, as a penance laid on him. 
For anyone to love a man, he must be hidden, for as soon 
as he shows his face, love is gone."

Dostoyevsky: The Brothers Karamazov; Part I Book V Ch4

R' Zusia and R' Elimelech were brothers and spirit guides 
for each other. They had an ongoing dispute on what 
should one base his service of Hashem. R' Zusia 
maintained that one should first reflect upon his own 
lowliness which would in turn cause him to appreciate 
Hashem's eminence. R' Elimelech held that by 
contemplating Hashem's eminence, he would come to 



realize his own insignificance. Since neither brother could 
sway the other, they went to the Holy Maggid of Mezritch 
for a judgment as to who was correct. "You are both 
correct, explained the Maggid, both paths are valuable. 
But the one who begins with himself is safer . . . one can't 
fall from the ground".

This argument which embodied two opposite approaches 
to godliness and self improvement had to be judged by 
The Great Maggid.

The first approach (Reb Zusia's) is one of hachnaah..self-
deprecation and lowliness, poor self-worth, the realization 
as to one’s pure worthlessness in the presence of the 
Almighty. This is the first step before (Reb ‘Melech’s) 
contemplating the greatness of God. The second 
approach is to contemplate the rommemus haBorah the 
greatness of God first and only then feel one’s own 
lowliness.

Each approach probably reflected the unique personality 
that was each of the brothers or their soul root.



When the Rebbe Reb Zusia came to become a student 
and follower of the great and holy Mezritch Maggid, the 
Maggid taught him "To serve Hashem and come close to 
Him you must teach yourself to learn three things from a 
baby and seven from a thief.

From a baby you must learn to:

Always be happy,
Never sit idle, you must cry for what you want and ask for.
A similar teaching is found in the name of Rav Yitzhak of 
Vorki one must learn 3 things from a baby: if he is hungry 
he cries so too we must cry if we need parnasah,
he is never idle, so too we must never be idle,
he never worries, so too we must not worry instead we 
should continuously serve Hashem with joy!
From a thief you must learn: to work by night,if you don’t 
succeed the first night try again the second night, 
camaraderie and kinship among each other, he will exert 
himself and give his soul for even a small thing, even 
though he exerted himself for that thing it is not worth 
much in his eyes and he would be willing to sell it for a 
trifle, he is willing to suffer beatings and hardships to learn 



his trade and get what he needs, he loves his job and 
would never exchange it for another.

The conflict between the loving brothers as how to serve 
Hashem better and what the priority should be permeates 
the various Hassidic approaches to worship. The first 
approach of hachnaah sees the poverty of self as the 
prerequisite to approaching the divine. Only after one has 
realized the lowliness of the human being in approaching 
the tremendum can one appreciate the greatness of the 
Creator.

The second approach seems to suggest that self 
abnegation will only lead to depression and paralysis and 
that the first order should be the appreciation of the beauty 
and grandeur of the world and the Creator which will then 
lead naturally to a realization of the creatureliness of the 
self and its lowliness in comparison leading to a natural 
not forced humility.

One may see these trends in the various disciples of the 
Noam Elimelech. For instance the Kotzker a pupil of the 
Yid Hakadosh and the Chozeh might elect for the first 



approach seeing the debased self and its worthlessness 
as a prerequisite to enter the divine chamber of sanctity. 
Whereas the Rizhiner/Boyaner dynasty that followed the 
Maggid and Reb Avraham HaMalach seems to stress the 
rommemus haBorah aspect of worship first and foremost.

In recovery work the sense that one must first be brought 
to one’s knees (bottoming out in the jargon) seems to 
privilege the first approach in that surrendering to one’s 
Higher Power must precede any kind of devotion or 
appreciation of the greatness and power that might 
emanate from one’s Higher Power. That comes later in the 
program when “turning over” one’s will and life results in a 
new appreciation for the gifts and relief as well as refuge 
in God.

The Alexander's story of the man who awoke not knowing 
who he was (see my "Three Alexander tales") seems to 
imply that one has to begin with the self before one can 
work the spiritual path or else one may awaken not to 
know oneself. This idea of self knowledge may however 
be different that hachnaah since self abnegation also 
demands a prerequisite knowledge of self before the self 



can be surrendered. This is in line with the famous story 
when Reb Zusia lay on his deathbed surrounded by loving 
disciples; "Do not be afraid," comforted one student. "All 
your life, you kept the Mitzvot as faithfully as Moses, you 
prayed as sincerely as Abraham. Why then, should you 
fear to face God?" Reb Zusia answered, "That is not what 
frightens me. For if the Lord asks me why I did not act like 
Moses, I can tell him that I was not Moses. If the Lord asks 
me why I did not act like Abraham, I can tell him that I was 
not Abraham. But when God asks me to account for the 
times that I did not act like Zusia, what can I tell Him 
then?" this self-analysis apparently continued to his dying 
moments.

Either way the brothers argue about this without apparent 
resolution until they decided to approach the great Maggid 
for a decision (as if this was a halakhic question to be 
decided objectively from a Posek or halakhic authority!) 
and were told that Reb Zusia's way was preferable 
because it was safer. If one falls it is better to fall from a 
lowly place than a great height. Implicit in this advice was 
the notion of falling in the spiritual path that seems 
inevitable or even integral.



In the printed letters of Rav Hutner zt"l (page 217), there's 
a letter written to a bochur (Yeshiva boy) who felt 
depressed over constantly fighting with his physical urges 
(Yetzer Horah) and losing. Rav Hutner zt"l writes that 
losing a battle to the Yetzer Horah is, in the long run, more 
productive than constantly winning. It's only when we fall, 
and find the inner strength to stand up and try again, that 
we develop our character and truly find our inner selves. 
He writes that he has more satisfaction from the bochur 
describing his failures than if the bochur would have 
written of his success in learning! Because to fail but keep 
trying brings real maturity and depth. He encourages the 
bochur to realize that all great rabbis fell in their battles 
with the Yetzer Horah, just as all people succumb. The 
difference lies in the fact that the Gedolim didn't give up. 
They picked themselves up and went back into the fray 
again and again until eventually they succeeded. They lost 
the battles, but they won the war.

Rav Hutner zt"l brings two sources for this. In Mishlei 
(24:16) it says, "Sheva yipol tzaddik v'kom - the righteous 
fall seven times, but arise". This doesn't mean that despite 



falling they arise, but to the contrary: Because they fall 
they learn to get back up and develop as Tzaddikim. Also, 
in Genesis creation story it says, "Tov me'od –And the 
Lord saw and behold it was very good", and the rabbis 
comment, "Tov zeh Yetzer Tov, me'od zeh Yetzer Horah - 
good is the Good Inclination, very good is the Evil 
Inclination". Ultimately, evil brings out the very best in a 
person by forcing him in to tap into his inner reservoirs of 
strength.

It is known that the tzaddik, Reb Zusia of Anipoli, was an 
extremely stubborn child, so much so that if his mother 
refused to do something for him, or give him something he 
wanted, he wouldn't eat for days. Once he overheard 
some Chassidim discussing the concept that every bad 
character trait actually reflects its roots in holiness, were it 
not for the side of evil that has latched onto it. Precisely 
there, they concluded, a person can exalt God and come 
wondrously close to Him. When young Zusia heard this, 
he made an accounting of his behavior. "Why do I have to 
hurt my mother and cause others such pain because of 
my stubbornness?" he thought. "How much better if I 



could use this trait to serve God and overcome my own 
evil inclination." And he did!

According to Rabbi Nachman, Reb Zusia served God with 
the fiery passion of a beginner for twenty-one years! 
1.This reflected his tremendous drive for holiness. Nothing 
so much as a hair's breadth distracted him or interfered 
with his desire. According to Reb Chaim of Slonim, Reb 
Zusia's face burned with a fire for God even while he was 
asleep.

It may well be that these character traits were mirrored in 
his approach to spirituality and the argument for the sake 
of heaven with his brother. Only by working on character 
defects and in doing so realize one's own lowliness can 
one approach the sublime, according to Reb Zusia.

Nevertheless, Reb Melech some 15 years his junior, was 
fully aware of his demanding approach and had partaken 
in severe self restrictive spiritual practices including fasting 
mortifications and other self-inflicted tortures of the body 
prior to coming into Chassidus. It was the conversion to 
the ways of the BESHT that somehow showed him the 



greater importance of moving away from concentration 
constantly on the self and towards the other i.e. fellow 
humans as well as the Other, i.e. the Lord. Once the focus 
shifts then transformation can occur, as one is "outside 
oneself" and one's obsessions, even be they spiritual in 
nature.

I see the difference between the Holy brothers as follows. 
For those whose lives were lived in shame and shame 
was the operative influence in their psychological 
formation the approach of hachnaah is well nigh 
impossible. It drives one back into the very shaming 
process that caused the pathology in the first place. For 
those broken souls rommemus must be the approach. 
When seeing the beauty awe and wonder (Heschel 
captures such emotions in his work so beautifully) one is 
forced onto one's knees in gratitude and appreciation. The 
music and poetry of life allows for such spaces in the soul 
for true worship. However, as Reb Zusia cautions, this 
may lead to grandiosity so care is needed. This argument 
goes to the depths of the soul. In our grieving process and 
in our powerlessness over pain and illness our approach 
must choose between these two great rabbis. How do I 



come an acceptance of my illness and pain? Whereas I 
could come to a sort of acceptance of my powerless over 
the illness can I accept other aspects of myself? Having 
grown up in a shaming culture the inner voice of non-
acceptance and self-loathing remains forever strong! 
Rommemus allows for thinking about the Other and away 
from self. Rommemus allows for self-acceptance as one of 
God’s creatures.

_________________________________
1Chayei Moharan 518 (English edition: Tzaddik, Breslov 
Reserach Institute).


